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ABSTRACT 
For some years it has been known that every singular square matrix over an 
arbitrary field F is a product of idempotent matrices over F. This paper quantifies 
that result to some extent. Main result: for every field F and every pair (n,k) of 
positive integers, an n x n matrix S over F is a product of k idempotent matrices over 
F iff rank(l- S) ,< k.nullity S. The proof of the “if’ part involves only elementary 
matrix operations and may thus be regarded as constructive. Corollary: (for every 
field F and every positive integer n) each singular n X n matrix over F is a product of 
n idempotent matrices over F, and there is a singular n x n matrix over F which is not 
a product of n- 1 idempotent matrices. 
A matrix P is idempotent provided P2= P. It has been proved (see [l] or, 
for the complex case, [2]) that every singular square matrix is a product of a 
finite number of idempotent matrices. That result is now quantified to some 
extent in the Corollary to the main result (the Theorem below) of this paper. 
The Theorem gives, for arbitrary positive integers n and k, a condition on an 
n x n matrix S which is both necessary and sufficient for S to be a product of 
k idempotent matrices. The sufficiency proof, though not as explicit as one 
might wish, involves only elementary matrix operations within the given field 
and thus may be regarded as constructive. (The corresponding proof “for the 
general case” in [l] may also be regarded as constructive.) 
Throughout this paper Z denotes an identity matrix, whose order is 
determined from context, and p denotes rank and Y nullity. 
THEOREM. Let F be an arbitrary field, n and k be arbitrary positive 
integers, and S be an nX n matrix over F. Then S is a product of k 
idempotent matrices over F iff p(Z- S) < kv(S). 
COROLLARY. Let F be an arbitrary field and n be an arbitray positive 
integer. Then every singular n X n matrix over F is a product of n idempotent 
matrices over F; also there is a singular n X n matrix over F (for example, an 
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n X n nilpotent Jordan block) which is not a product of n - 1 idernpotent 
matrices. 
REMARK 1. The results above are far simpler, and the proof given below 
is far more elementary, than one could have predicted with any confidence. 
REMARK 2. An explicit factorization is given in [l], with exactly n 
idempotent factors, for the upper-triangular n x n nilpotent Jordan block. 
REMARK 3. The proof (“for the general case”) in [l], although apparent- 
ly making no very strenuous effort at economy in the number of idempotent 
factors, yields surprisingly good upper estimates for the minimum number 
needed (for a general n X n matrix of rank n - 1): n + 1 idempotent factors 
for a nonderogatory matrix and one additional idempotent factor for each 
additional nontrivial invariant factor. 
The proof of the “only if” part of the theorem is almost absurdly simple. 
The case k = 3 is sufficient to indicate how the general case goes. Recall that 
p(Z- P)’ V(P) f or every idempotent matrix P. Now suppose that X, Y, Z are 






We begin the proof of the “if” part of the Theorem with three elemen- 
tary lemmas. We shall sometimes (i.e., except in displays) denote row-parti- 
tioned matrices as follows: 
[ 1 “B =col[A,B], 
A 
I ! B =col[A,B,C], etc., C 
so that in the expression “col[A,B, Cl” it is to be understood that A, B, C all 
have the same number of columns, but not necessarily the same number of 
rows. 
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LEMMA 1. Each square matrix with given row-partitioning (as col[A, B], 
say) is similar (by elementay operations over the given field) to a conform- 
ably partitioned matrix col[ V, W] such that either V = 0 or W has full rank 
(i.e., has its rows linearly independent). 
Proof Let T be the given square matrix. Then there is a nonsingular 
matrix P such that PT is in reverse row-echelon form (with its top rows 0 and 
the remaining rows linearly independent). Thus col[ V, W] = PTP -’ has the 
required property. n 
LEMMA 2. Let A, B, C be matrices which are respectively a X (o + ,B), 
BX(a+B),yX(a+B), withaSyandeitherA=Oorp(B)=B. Then there 
is a y x a matrix D such that the matrices 
have the same row space. (Here B muy be 0, in which case B is missing and 
A is an arbitrary LY X a matrix.) 
Proof (From here on in this paper we abbreviate “row space” as “rsp”.) 
If A = 0, then we can take D = 0, so assume p(B) = B. Denote the rows of A 
by a,,...,a,, and those of B and C respectively by b,, . . . , bp and cr,. . . ,cv. 
Since the rows of B are linearly independent, we can reindex the rows of C 
so that (b, ,..., bp,cl ,..., cx) is a basis for rsp(col[B, Cl); then we can reindex 
the rows of A so that (b,, . . . , bp, cl,, . . , cA, a,, . . . ,a,) is a basis for rsp(col- 
[A, B, Cl). The matrix col[A, B, C] has just cy + p columns and its row space 
hasdimensionp+h+~,sop+A+~(a+pandhenceA+~<a\<y.Now, 
cx+P*~*~cx+~ are in rsp(col[B, Cl), so 
P l,...,bp,cl,...,ch,cX+l+a,,...,c^+, +a,) 




(where the dimensions of the row-partitioning are indicated parenthetically 
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on the right), and we can then take D = P -‘EQ, where P and Q are 
permutation matrices such that PC and QA are the matrices obtained 
respectively from C and A by the abovementioned reindexing of rows. n 
LEMMA 3. Let S be an nXn matrix, y=v(S), and 6=v(Z-S). Then 
y + 6 < n, and there is a matrix T similar (by elementary matrix operations) 
to S such that the last y columns of T and the first 6 rows of I - T are zero. 
Proof That y + 6 Q n follows from the fact that the nullspaces of S and 
Z - S are independent subspaces of an n-dimensional space. Since S is 
column-equivalent to a matrix (e.g., a column-echelon matrix) whose last y 
columns are 0, there is a nonsingular n x n matrix P and an n X (n - y) matrix 
S, such that P - ‘SP = [S, 01. Let S, = col[ S,, S,] with S, an (n - y) X (n - y) 
matrix. Then 6 < n - y and 
P-‘(I-S)P= ‘-;1 ; , [ 1 2 
so v(Z-S,)=v(Z-S)=6, and hence there is a nonsingular (n-y)X(n-y) 
matrix PI such that the first 6 rows of Pl( I - S,) are 0 and likewise the first 6 
rows of P,(Z - S,) PI- ‘. Thus T= Q - ‘SQ meets the requirements if Q = 
P(P;%z). 
To complete the proof of the “if” part of the Theorem, first note that the 
proof for the case k= 1 follows routinely from Lemma 3, so from now on we 
assume k > 2. The proof will be by induction on k, starting with k = 2, with n 
fixed (but arbitrary) from now on. To facilitate matters, we introduce the 
following abbreviations: 
y=v(S), 6=v(Z-S), cr=n-6-(k-l)y, /3=(k-2)y. 
We shall always assume that p(Z- S) < kv( S), i.e., that (Y < y. Note that 
v+6+~+P=nalwaysandthatP,y,~willalwaysbe >O,butthatomay 
be <0 when k>2. 
Ca.se1: k=2.Herea>ObyLemma3,and6+cu+y=n.AlsobyLemma 
3 we may assume the first S rows of I - S and the last y columns of S are 
zero (because, for purposes of this proof, S may be replaced by any matrix 
similar to it): 
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where we have indicated the partition dimensions parenthetically on the 
right, with the understanding that the columns are partitioned the same as 
the rows are, i.e., that the diagonal blocks are square. Furthermore, since 
(Y < y, we may, by applying Lemma 2, assume that the row spaces of C and 
col[A,C] are the same; that is, we imagine replacing S by the similar matrix 
where the partitioning is the same in all matrices as it is for S, and D is the 
matrix given by Lemma 2. Thus there is an (Y X y matrix N such that A = HC. 
Let H,, = A,, - HC,,. Then S = PR, where 
P= H,, 0 H 1 I 0 0  0 z 
both of which are idempotent. 
] and R=[ i0 p j, 
Case 2: k > 3. Here we assume (as our induction assertion) that the “if” 
result holds for k - 1, i.e., that R is a product of k - 1 idempotent matrices if 
p(Z- R) < (k- l)v(R). Th us, if cr < 0 here, then S is already a product of 
k - 1 idempotent matrices, so we may suppose (Y >0 (but (Y < y still). Again 
(as in Case 1) we may assume the last y columns of S and the first S rows of 
Z-S are 0: 




where again the diagonal blocks are square and the partition dimensions are 
indicated parenthetically on the right. Let A = [A, A,], B= [B, B,], and 
C= [C, C,]. Then we may further assume the principal submatrix col[A,B] 
has the property that either A =0 or B has rank P, as otherwise we can by 
Lemma 1 replace S by a matrix which is similar to S and whose correspond- 
ing principal submatrix does have this property (together with all the 
properties assumed earlier for S). Therefore, since LY < y, we may by Lemma 
2 (applied as it was in Case 1) assume further that the row spaces of 
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col[B, C] and col[A, B, C] are the same. Thus there is an a X ( /3 + y) matrix 
H = [H, H,] such that 
[Al A,]=A=H R = H,B,+HC I 1 c [ 2 1 W,+H,C,]. 
Let H,= A,- H,B, - H,C,. Then S = PR, where 
P is thus idempotent, and R is by our induction assertion a product of k- 1 
idempotent matrices, since p(l-R)< P+y=(k-l)y<(k-l)v(R). (The 
last inequality holds because the last y columns of R are zero; it must 
actually be an equality of course, but we don’t need that here.) Thus S is a 
product of k idempotent matrices. This completes the proof of the induction 
step and of the Theorem. n 
Thanks are due to D. H. Carlson for helpful suggestions (especially for 
shortening the proof of Lemma 2), and to 0. Taussky-Todd for communicat- 
ing her (Mependently arrived at) interest in the problem solved in the 
Theorem. 
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